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The Potomac Hosta club is celebrating its’
30th Anniversary thanks to all of the
volunteers over the years. The club still
needs your help to continue.
* We NEED YOU to run for an office!
* Volunteer to show your garden at the
‘Garden Strolls’* Be a guest Speaker or suggest one for the
Annual Spring Meeting* Volunteer to help with hosta selections
and/or plant sales-

Membership Secretary:
Tom Hilt

Susan

Newsletter Editor:
Tom Hilt
(tandjhilt@verizon.net)

‘Hosta Gardeners have it made in the shade.’
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Potomac Hosta Club 2016 Annual Picnic and Plant Auction
Date: Sunday, September 11th, 2016
From Noon to 3:00 P.M. at the Broyhill Crest Recreation Club,
7212 Early Street, Annandale, Virginia.
Please RSVP Susan Hedrick (hostaclub@gmail.com) or
Tom Hilt (tandjhilt@verizon.net) if you plan on attending.

Potomac Hosta Club, Inc.
Annual Picnic
– *Auction*
– Plant Swap
September 11th, 2016
beginning at 12:00 noon
Broyhill Crest Recreation Club
7212 Early Street, Annandale, VA

Bring a side dish or dessert

&
Plant(s) for the plant swap

&
Check book or cash for the plant auction,
Earning funds for our website!
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Directions: Take the Capitol Beltway/I-495 into Virginia to the Gallows Road/VA Hwy 650 South exit
(Exit 51) and proceed south on Gallows Road for 1.3 miles. Turn left onto Wayne Drive and drive 0.4 miles
to a right turn onto Murray Lane. On Murray Lane, drive 0.2 miles to a right turn onto Early Street and into
the Broyhill Crest Recreation Club, 7212 Early Street, Annandale, Virginia.

(The Editor’s Note: Yes, this story does have a
hosta connection, but you will have to wait to the
end to get it.)

The Potomac Hosta Club would like to
welcome the following new member:
- John Auditore, Arlington, VA

Many years ago a small leaf variegated cotoneaster
was available at the annual Virginia Master
Gardener College Silent Auction in a one-gallon
pot. This was an interesting looking plant that
looked similar to a small green leaf cotoneaster
called ‘Tom Thumb’. For reasons I cannot fathom,
the bidding on this plant became so outrageously
high that it resulted in my reluctance to play for
pay. The final bid far exceeded a typical retail price
but, what the heck, the auction money went to a
good cause. I quit bidding because, as a contractor,
I have the ability to buy plants at wholesale, which
is usually 20-30% off retail price. More on that
later.

- Brian Gallagher, Earlysville, VA
- Jeff Malakoff, Arlington, VA

The Hunt for Variegated Cotoneaster
By George Graine, Fairfax County Master
Gardeners and Potomac Hosta Club member
To make a great garden, one must have a great idea
or a great opportunity.
---Sir George Sitwell in “Essay on the Making of
Gardens” (1909)
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After passing on this opportunity, I thought surely a
variegated cotoneaster would be readily available at
several local full service garden centers even though
I had never seen one before. Available – not true!
In fact, different garden center employees told me
that they never heard of such a plant and
furthermore, it probably did not exist. Say what!
One day, while poking around in the “back 40” of a
local garden center I found a cache of variegated
cotoneasters in one-gallon pots. Was I in heaven or
what could I be thinking regarding what I had been
told previously. Every pot was filled with weeds
and the “soil” level was down by one-half – surely a
sign of neglect, and furthermore, the white plant
tags were off color. I wonder how long these plants
had been hanging around the nursery. All of these
plants looked a little beat up but reasonably healthy
and besides I could buy one at 30% off. Regardless,
at last I scored the elusive plant and realized that
sometimes green industry professionals do not
know it all. Good on me, bad on them.

service garden center that carried variegated
cotoneaster in two-gallon pots. Was I willing to
take on another disappointment? Fact is, I became
more determined than ever to find the plant that had
a non-existence “reputation.”
Driving across the Virginia state line into Maryland
I was smug with satisfaction having been assured
this garden center had variegated cotoneaster in a
two-gallon pot and that should not be a problem. I
wondered about this and became skeptical, maybe
cynical, considering my previous experiences.
Nevertheless, it was an easy drive to this never
visited garden center and when I got there I was
indeed impressed with the variety of plants and
tidiness. As I was walking around several thoughts
came to me. Did I make a foolish trip? Was I
suckered just to visit the nursery? More
importantly, did they really have variegated
cotoneaster? I noticed the prices were on the high
side but this reflected a suburban Maryland location
(Washington, DC metro area). By this time, and
remembering my past frustrations, price was no
object. Did I care if my children would not inherit
an extra 30-40-50 bucks? Now the real adventure
starts. The first and then the second employee I
talked to (since I could not find the plant while
wandering around the garden center) gave me a
“Hmmm…Let me see” as he finally found the
cotoneaster collection. Oh darn, not a variegated
cotoneaster in the bunch. Did I become depressed?
You betcha! My original negative thoughts came
rushing back in my mind and I assumed were
unfortunately correct. Annoyed, I was about to high
tail it out of there when the second employee
spotted a guy packing a Felco pruner and other tools
of the trade hanging on his belt. “Sure we have
variegated cotoneaster – follow me.” They were in
a different location. Why? I did not bother to ask.
Good grief! They had four plants in great shape, all
in two-gallon Monrovia pots and with full
explanatory plant tags. Almost speechless, I
thanked the man and selected one plant although
they were equally in excellent condition.

After a few years my “special” plant was not doing
well. Apparently it was being overtaken by fast
growing plants and the variegated cotoneaster was
unable to tolerate this intrusion in the space
originally allocated. Maybe it was being “sun
starved” too and to relocate this plant would have
created a hortache. I must keep this situation in
mind for the future now that I know this plant exists
despite the ignorance of others.
Now fast forward to at least four years from this
earlier experience. The wholesale catalog of a nearby garden center indicated that they have variegated
cotoneaster in three-gallon pots. Great! I hustled
down to finally fulfill a missing link, so to speak,
for my half-vast estate. What a disappointment. I
was met with the “no such plant exists” routine and
to add further insult “we have never carried it on the
lot. “ Does this make any sense at all if the first
comment was something like no such plant? This
really irritated me but I kept my calm and showed
the ignorant employee the catalog. It clearly
indicated this plant does exist and the inventory lists
it in a three-gallon pot. I said “No thanks” when I
was told they could special order a plant. Later, in a
moment of eureka (really desperate and annoyed),
and with the help of the internet I found another
(not where the original purchase was made because
they do not carry this plant anymore) large full

Although I was in strange horticultural “country” I
came prepared as I was wearing my contractor polo
shirt when I walked up to the cashier with plant in
hand. “Do you accommodate people in the trade,” I
asked? Not a problem. The cashier rang up my
purchase which included a 20% discount. Was I
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happy? This time a positive you betcha! I suppose
the discount will help to pay for the extra gas to say
nothing about my nerves dealing with finding this
new garden territory even if the drive was
uneventful. Now as is often the case with
gardeners, where was I going to put this plant
especially considering the prior plant location? Not
to worry I said to myself. I will figure that out and
make sure this plant will be front and center so that
every time I walk by I will smile and think – yes,
the wait was worth it.
For your information, here is what Michael A. Dirr
wrote in his 6th edition of Manual of Woody
Landscape Plants (2009). “Cotoneaster
horizontalis-Rockspray or Rock Cotoneaster
‘Variegatus’ (now listed under C. atropurpureus
Flinck & Helmo) – Leaves are edged with white,
turn rose red in autumn; considered one of the
daintiest of variegated shrubs; from my experience,
it is certainly one of the slowest growing; 2 to 3’
high, 5 to 8’ wide; large specimens in Europe.”
From Grainethumb’s experience I would also say
that the hunt for a variegated cotoneaster was the
most elusive experience of all my plant searches.

Cotoneaster Atropurpureus ‘Variegatus’; photo from Missouri
Botanical Garden

Monrovia’s (Azusa, California) advice for using
the plant;
Plant against a partial shade wall with big leaf
foliage plants like Hosta and Heuchera. Use as a
sunny groundcover with a background of taller
perennials and shrubs that offset the berries like
Penstemmon, Heavenly Bamboo, Smoke Tree, and
Yucca.

Cotoneaster Atropurpureus ‘Variegatus’; photo from Missouri
Botanical Garden

The Potomac Hosta Club’s 2016 Garden Stroll
Interspersed throughout this newsletter are pictures of the four gardens shown by members for this year’s
Garden Stroll: Francis and Andrew Boninti, Janice Jacobs, Pat Myler, and Roger Smith. I wish to thank
each of you for your willingness to volunteer your gardens and the effort you put into them to make them
blossom. The pictures do not do justice to the gardens themselves and for those members who were not able
to see them, you missed a treat.
I especially would like to thank Francis and Andrew Boninti for showing their garden, which is the only one
of the four Julie and I were not able to visit. I hope you will be kind enough to open your garden to PHC
members again in 2017, when we will be sure to make a day of it in Ivy and Charlottesville. Until then,
we’ll have to console ourselves with the pictures of your beautiful garden.
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PHC 2016 Garden Stroll: Garden of Francis and Andrew Boninti

Photos Saxon-Holt; by permission of Francis Boninti

Photos Saxon-Holt; by permission of Francis Boninti

and forward it to sponsoring societies and
individuals.
Key Findings
Overwintering - Foliar nematodes do not
overwinter as eggs in soil or in hosta plant tissues.
They overwinter as juveniles and adults in soil and
in below-ground hosta crown tissue. This was a key
finding relative to potential chemical treatments.
Foliar nematodes may also overwinter in a
desiccated state in withered leaves.
Migration - Foliar nematodes move upward from
overwintering sites onto hosta petioles in the spring
and early summer at high humidity levels that
would be experienced during spring rains or even
dew that is formed as temperatures drop at night
below the dew point. Foliar nematodes appear to
move downward during the autumn season in a
different manner. They may simply drop from the
foliage (aided by rain or water that washes them
downward) or they may "ride" the withering foliage
to the ground. In any event they return to the
ground where they overwinter in the soil and in the
crown (in the outer-most layers of buds).

2015 Progress Report
By Cindy Deutekom Blackstock, and Ontario and
Rob Mortko
(Reprinted from the Spring 2016 issue of The Hosta
Journal; Volume 47, Number 1, page 10, courtesy of
the AHS Newsletter Exchange.)
The draft Final Report of the AHS Foliar Nematode
Research Project has just been received from Dr.
Parwinder Grewal and his team of scientists at the
University of Tennessee. This article is a quick
summary of the key findings of the two year study.
Some conclusions relate to the seasonal timing of
chemical controls. When the report has been
finalized and approved by the AHS Advisory
Committee, the entire report will be posted on the
AHS website. The AHS will produce a brochure

Chemical Controls - Foliar nematodes were
exposed directly to 23 different chemical products
in an aqueous suspension to determine toxicity.
This test served as a screening tool to narrow the list
of chemicals for further testing. The most effective
of these products were then used in soil drench
testing. Growth chamber experiments were
conducted to determine the effectiveness of soil
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drench treatments with selected chemicals and hot
water to control foliar nematodes in the soil of
potted hosta plants. Pylon, Nemakill, and hot water
were the most effective treatments that virtually
eliminated the nematodes from soil. Spraying of
nematode-infected leaf discs with Pylon®
miticideinsecticide or Nemakill™ organic
nematicide resulted in 100% mortality of
nematodes. Testing also indicated no evidence of
phytotoxicity for Pylon or Nemakill treatments on
healthy hosta plants. Residual activity of Pylon in
soil was up to 30 days compared to 20 days for
Nemakill. However the mortality rate drops rather
quickly 10 days post treatment for both chemicals.
Residual activity should also be compared to a
typical 10 to 14 day life cycle for foliar nematodes.

Relative costs
Pylon - Available to commercial growers at
$450.00 for 16 ounces. At a dilution of 1.0% v/v, a
16-ounce container will yield 12.5 gallons.
Nemakill™ - Price available from ExcelAg Corp.
USA. Sizes: 8 ounces, 32 ounces, 128 ounces. At a
dilution of 0.5% v/v (1.3 tbsp per gallon), an 8ounce container will yield 12.5 gallons.
AHS Members Can Purchase Nemakill. For more
information visit www.excelag.com
AHS members have expressed interest in
purchasing this organic product for fighting foliar
nematodes. Manufacturer ExcelAg Corp. USA is
establishing a national distribution network. With
the exception of AHS Members, Nemakill is sold
commercially. The prices below are discounted for
AHS Members. Be sure to mention you are a
member.

Other chemicals including ammonia, Clorox®
bleach, KMnO4 (potassium permanganate), NaDCC
(sodium dichloroisocyanurate) and ZerolTol®
broad spectrum bactericide/fungicide provided
complete control when in direct contact with foliar
nematodes but less effective control when used as a
soil drench.

• At a dilution of 0.5% v/v (1.3 tbsp per gallon), an
8-ounce container will yield 12.5 gallons.
• $25.00 for 8 ounces; $97.25 for 32 ounces;
$385.00 for 128 ounces.

Conclusions - Chemical controls have been
identified that appear to give good control of foliar
nematodes. One chemical (Pylon) is labeled for
greenhouse use only and therefore an option limited
to commercial growers. The other chemical
(Nemakill) is an organic product (OMRI certified)
that is exempt from EPA registration. Nemakill
contains natural oils (cinnamon, clove and thyme).
While hot water provided good control, it is more of
academic interest rather than practical use in the
garden. Multiple repeat treatments timed based on
residual activity would be expected to further
improve overall control. An initial soil drench at
the time of bud break (i.e. pips appearing) in the
spring would be recommended since the nematodes
are all in one place (i.e. underground in the soil and
in the crown). A foliar spray in the summer
(especially on clumps that appear symptomatic)
would also be a reasonable consideration. Spraying
the bottom side of the foliage where the stoma are
located may further aid in access of the chemical to
the nematodes. Removal of foliage in the fall from
affected clumps will further help reduce nematode
populations.

If an AHS member experiences difficulty placing an
order directly with ExcelAg, please contact AHS
VP Genus Hosta, Cindy Deutekom at
cindydeutekom@gmail.com.

Hosta Tips for Late Summer
By Bob Solberg, Green Hill Farms
(Reprinted from the Central Illinois Hosta Society
newsletter, Great Expectations, Volume 22, Issue 6,
August 2016, courtesy of the AHS Newsletter
Exchange.)
With the full extension of the flowering
inflorescence, the growing tip, (meristem), of the
hosta shoot is carried high into the air, at the end of
the scape. New “dormant” buds now begin to form
at the base of the flower scape that will go through
cold dormancy and produce the new shoots and
leaves of the plant in the next spring. Ideally, three
buds are formed, but frequently less are formed by
large hosta cultivars. In some early flowering
hostas, these buds may produce a second growth of
(Continued on Page 9.)
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PHC 2016 Garden Stroll: Garden of Janice Jacobs
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(Continued from Page 7.)

Women are the ones that want to beautify their
homes, picking the right furniture, the right colours,
the right accessories ... and that includes the outside.
So how do we get the men in our lives interested in
what we are doing in the gardens? Oh, they will cut
and trim the lawns and do some weeding if we ask
them nicely. But how do we get them interested in
the plants, especially our beloved hostas?

new shoots, leaves, flower scapes and more
dormant buds the same summer, especially if they
are grown in areas where the growing season is
long, as in the Southeastern United States.
Labeling: Place plant labels, temporary or
permanent, with each new hosta. Bury a plastic
label with the plant name in pencil in the same
position for each hosta. Map garden if you are so
inclined.

Spring has finally sprung and we have been out in
the gardens, looking for the little noses under the
debris left as a result of the winter. We’ve
hopefully cleaned up our beds by now and are
anxiously looking for new growth. The winter was
a hard one for plants in Central Ontario ... warm,
cold, warm, cold. As I was out cleaning one of the
beds on the weekend, I came across “Rainforest
Sunrise.” I’ve had it maybe four or five years. This
winter it had heaved right out of the ground. I’m
keeping my fingers crossed that it was hardy
enough to survive, but I saw no sign of growth.
(Heavy sigh!) Regardless, this is an exciting time
of year for me. It’s almost as if my babies have left
home and one by one, are returning to bring me joy.
After decades of gardening, I still get so thrilled
with the signs of growth and the wonder of Mother
Nature. This is the reason why we pour over
websites, why we make the trek from garden centre
to garden centre, why we seek out the latest and
greatest. Because come spring, we get such a thrill
to see the return of our beloved children, knowing
that their beauty will bring us nothing but joy as
they grow and mature over the coming season. This
is what gardening is all about.

Light: Days begin to shorten, hostas begin to look
tired.
Nutrients: Fertilize newly planted hostas with 1010-10 or a little slow release fertilizer. If some
hostas make a few new leaves then liquid feed once
in August Pests: Check for voles moving into the
garden. Check for foliar nematodes, again. Check
the oldest leaves. If the deer still want your hostas,
then at some point, open the gate and let them clean
up the garden for you.
Protection: Mulch newly worked areas.
Propagation: Continue to divide hostas. Try to get
them finished six weeks before the first frost. You
can do it later but remember hostas do not grow
roots over the winter.
Water: Turn off the irrigation and put the hoses
away. Lack of water will encourage dormancy. Of
course, continue to water your new plantings. I use
a watering can.
Fun! Look for fall specials from your favorite
hosta nurseries. Hostas planted in the fall will look
a year older than the ones you buy next spring.
Continue to plant new acquisitions. Start collecting
seeds from early flowering hostas.

In a previous article, I touched on theme gardens,
but I think this requires more clarification. There
are so many hostas available and most of us buy
them as they grab our attention at the garden
centres. Or if you are like me and have OCD
(Obsessive Colour Disorder) you have to have them
all. But once you hit 100 or so, the inclination is to
try to put some order to the chaos. At least that has
been my experience ... like I said ... OCD!

MEN (And the women that train them!)
By Jayne Christiani
(Reprinted from the Ontario Hosta Society
newsletter, OHS Newsletter, Volume 22, Issue 3,
Summer 2016, courtesy of the AHS Newsletter
Exchange.)

My first hosta gardens were started in memory of
two beloved Cairn terriers that had passed away
within three months of each other. We have a
lovely stand of honey locust trees, where the ashes
of the dogs are buried beneath two small concrete
benches. The hostas were a result of wanting to

Just kidding! But let's face it, 90% of the people
that are gardening are women. Okay, maybe 80/20.
Which makes perfect sense if you think about it.
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beautify that area. And frankly, prior to living in
this house, our other yard had south exposure and
growing hostas was next to impossible. Now,
finally, my passion for these lovely plants could be
fed.

‘Captain’s Adventure’, ‘Starship’ … you got him!
Mention a few others you would like to get, and ask
his opinion. There are lots of pictures on-line to
pique his interest. Before you know it, he'll be out
there tending to those babies and consider them his.

And so I started buying hostas and even though I
kept track of the names and where they were
planted, (I’ve always made charts of my gardens) if
it was a hosta that I didn’t have, I bought it. Within
a few years, I moved all my Lakeside hostas to one
area. I now have around 60 of them, and a few of
the sports of some of the Lakesides are in that
garden as well. I’m really liking the Foxfire series
and have started another area for that group. I try to
keep all the ones with people's names in one area ...
Rebecca, Janet, Timothy, Steffie. You get the drift!
If you are looking for a theme and don't really know
which direction you want to take, check out Don
Rawson's website, www.hostalists.org. There are
60+ suggestions for theme gardens. I guarantee that
you will find something there that piques your
interest. Or, if you have always had an affinity to a
certain hybridizer, for example, Mary Chastain’s
Lakeside series, that is certainly another area to
explore.

Photo of H. ‘Captain Kirk’ by Ann Frederking.

Okay, okay, in a perfect world this could work. But
at the end of the day, when all is said and done,
being out in the garden is your “MY TIME.” Do
you really want your man out there with you?

As I'm sitting here reading this back, I'm realizing
that not everyone wants a theme. They just want
hostas. GREAT! Go for it. You can’t go wrong
with the beauty and growing performance of these
amazing plants. Very few of them are finicky. Dig
a hole, plant them, and watch them go!

Jayne Christiani

Hosta Vista, Baby!
PS: This year’s garden promises to be better than
the last.

So, back to the men. My own husband has finally
stopped calling the hostas “your flowers”. He
finally gets that they are plants. Our final
breakthrough was the day we had visitors to the
gardens and he actually remembered the name of
one of the hostas without looking at the tag. The
fact that he remembered ‘Striptease’ is a whole
other conversation.

TIPS FOR SELECTING THE RIGHT
HOSTA FOR YOUR GARDEN

What interests your partner? Cars? Sports?
Science fiction? Bring home hosta ‘Captain Kirk’
and note the interest in his eyes as you tell your man
the name of it. Mark my words, he will ask where
you planted it and when you are out watering the
gardens the next morning, he will join you with his
morning coffee in hand and casually meander over
to the plant. Add a few more … ‘Battle Star’,

The use of blue hostas next to light yellow hostas
adds contrast. Planting one specimen hosta in an
unexpected site provides a unique touch. Warm
colors, such as gold and yellows are thought of as
coming forward, while cool colors such as green
and blue recede. Thereby, placing yellow and gold

(Reprinted from the Miami Valley Hosta Society
Newsletter, Hosta News Scapes, August 2007, via
the St. Louis Hosta Society’s Newsletter Shady
Notes, Volume 17, Issue 5, June 2016, courtesy of
the AHS Newsletter Exchange.)

(Continued on Page 13.)
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PHC 2016 Garden Stroll: Garden of Pat Myler
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PHC 2016 Garden Stroll: Garden of Roger Smith
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(Continued from Page 10.)

considered a ‘cool’ color. You'll find greens with
leaves that are shiny, powdery, light and dark green,
round, lance shaped, heart shaped, oval, etc.

cultivars in front of blue hostas create an illusion of
greater depth.

The blue hostas are also considered as ‘cool’ shades
and are easy to blend with most any color. They
add a good contrast when placed next to yellow
hostas. To hold their deep blue color they need to
be planted in shady areas. A blue hosta planted in a
sunny area will tend to turn green by late summer.

Yellow hostas are used to brighten up a dark corner
or area of your garden. They are used to draw the
visitor's attention to that spot. Hostas can solve that
bare spot or eyesore in the shady part of your yard
or next to the deck that gets very little sun.
The use of bolder variegated host as at the back of
the garden seems to bring that area closer. Hostas
offer continuity to the garden by being planted with
and among ferns, Siberian iris, astilbe, etc. Hostas
perform better (more pest resistant and sun tolerant)
and become more beautiful each year. Hostas make
great container plants on the patio. Place deeply
variegated and highly fragrant hostas close to the
viewer so that they can appreciate those
characteristics more acutely. Generally, hostas
grown in shade have fewer but larger leaves.
Hostas are a perfect addition to the rock garden. In
time their roots search out available soil. Just give
them a little help the first year with some extra
watering.

Yellow to gold shades will really brighten up a dark
area of your garden. In fact it will draw your
garden visitor’s eye to that spot. Don’t overdo the
use of yellow though, as too many seem to clutter
up and confuse an otherwise beautiful garden. The
yellow cultivars blend in well with all colors
especially the blues and gold margined types.
Both the gold and white margined hostas produce
variety when planted with the solid colors. The
combinations and patterns of the variegated types
planted with solid colors are subject to no
limitations. Finally we have a grouping with unique
variegations such as leaves with dark margins and
lighter centers, or those with variegations in the
spring turning to solid green by summer.

In choosing green hostas, keep in mind that green
shades blend well with all other colors and are

boards and the like. We also need the Club’s
membership to help us with this effort. If you know
of an outlet for publicity for the Club, we will
provide a note or article for inclusion. For
assistance with this, you can contact Susan Hedrick

Club Publicity: With regard to publicity, we are
asking all the PHC officers and board members to
do what we can to ensure that articles or notes about
the Club are inserted in local news outlets,
homeowners’ associations newsletters, bulletin
13

at hostaclub@gmail.com or Tom Hilt at
tandjhilt@verizon.net.

For questions, you can always contact Susan
Hedrick on 703-866-2211 or at:
hostaclub@gmail.com or Tom Hilt on 202-5464199 or at: tandjhilt@verizon.net.

2017 AHS Convention: “Hosta Hysteria”

Support for Our Professional Members
These commercial members not only bring another
level of expertise to the PHC, they also support our
efforts to bring members the newest hostas at
reasonable prices.
Bridgewood Gardens, Chick Wasitis proprietor,
Strasburg, Virginia; www.bridgewoodgardens.com
Claythings, LJ Pendlebury, proprietor, Alexandria,
VA; www.claythings.net
Green Hill Farm, Bob and Nancy Solberg
proprietors, Franklinton, North Carolina;
www.hostahosta.com
Heather Hill Gardens, Bonnie Ruetenik
proprietor, Fairfax Station, Virginia;
www.heatherhillgardens.com
Possess the Land Nursery, Addie Drayton
proprietor, Oxon Hill, MD;
possessthelandnursery.com
Wade & Gatton Nurseries, Van Wade proprietor,
Belleville, Ohio, wadeandgattonnurseries.com

The American Hosta Society’s 2017 convention,
“Hosta Hysteria, is to be held Wednesday through
Saturday, 7 -10 June 2017, in Indianapolis, Indiana,
hosted by the Indianapolis Hosta Society. The
meeting is scheduled for the Wyndham Indianapolis
West Hotel. Details will be published on the
society’s website, www.indyhosta2017.com.

Volunteers
This note has finally become a permanent
feature in the newsletter and only you, as
members, can make it go away. The club needs
volunteers for the many activities we are involved
in, so as a member, that means you! As summer
fades, the Club will be entering our “dormant’
period, but like your hostas, we’ll come blooming
out in the spring with a new list of hosta-related
events that should command your attention – and
hopefully, your help. We’ll be looking for you!

Membership Dues:
The current dues for 1 year/3 years are:
Households
$10/$25
Senior Households (65+):
$5 Annually
Garden Clubs, Plant Societies: $15/$40

Upcoming Events For 2016
- PHC’s 30th Anniversary and Annual Picnic: Sunday, September 11th, from Noon to 3:00 PM, at the
Broyhill Crest Recreation Club, 7212 Early Street, Annandale, Virginia; see Page 2 above for details.
- Fall Hosta Forum: Friday-Saturday, September 16th-17th, at Edinboro University, 219 Meadville Street,
Edinboro, Pennsylvania. This Saturday event, plus Friday dinner and program, is jointly sponsored by the
Western Pennsylvania and Western New York Hosta Societies, with noted speakers on hostas and other
plant/garden issues of interest. Details for the 2016 meeting are available on the WNYHS website
www.wnyhosta.com.
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Published Events for 2017
- American Hosta Society 2017 Annual Convention: Wednesday through Sunday, 7-11
June 2017, in Indianapolis, Indiana, hosted by the Indianapolis Hosta Society. Details can
be found on the IHS website, www.indyhosta2017.com.

Scenes from the 2016 AHS Convention’s Cut-Leaf Show

Best of Show:
H. ‘One Man’s Treasure’

Sweepstakes Winner:
H. ‘Lakeside Paisley Print’

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Potomac Hosta Club, Inc.
Tom Hilt, Newsletter Editor
1366 East Capitol Street, NE
Washington, DC 20003-1533

2016 Fall Picnic and Plant Auction Edition
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